
The internet has dramatically altered and lives over the past few decades. Although some of these 
changes have been negative, the overall effect of this technology has been positive. What are your 
opinions on this?

That the internet has been the most significant human’s invention of history is a deniable fact. In spite 
of the inevitable drawbacks of this new phenomenon which undoubtedly came with, I subscribe 
belong to the idea that its advantages heavily outweigh its disadvantages. The critical reasons will be 
addresses in the following paragraphs.

On the one hand, it is incontrovertibly conceded that our different aspects of life have largely been 
improved by the internet including health, quality of life. For instance, thanks to all information 
provided by doctors and experts in variety aspects of life and exploring all these information people 
could find any possible answers by which their general health conditions will be pretty much 
enhanced. Furthermore, having easy internet access, individuals can be aware of varied places, job 
opportunities and living conditions all around the world by just a click. Consequently, you need to just 
encounter an ideal or an issue by which your life would change. Consequently, facilitating the 
possibility of a better life, it is thoughtfully filled by countries’ policies, news, strategies led to have 
having a more informed aware nation than past.

On the other hand, developed increasingly and fast, even thought all media and application based on 
the internet, have incredibly taken into account as beneficial and useful tools to make life more 
convenient and joyful as well as have having decreased the huge amount of expenses, internet crimes 
and fraud are recently happening more than ever including money fraud transition, violate space / 
privacy by data access provided by social media like face book. Furthermore, consumerism increased 
in a huge amount, poverty has largely been spread which result in keeping up with jonesesrivalry. 
That is to say, increased by a great extendextent, family gathering has been inevitably affected. As a 
result, distance between family members hasis incredibly  widened. 

To sum up, considering all drawbacks and positive points of this new trend of the internet which has 
turned up in various types like media , knowledge , application, entertainment, we I strongly believe 
that this huge trend has been crucial for the next generation. It is high time societies and government 
took the most of this new phenomenon and created made a better life .


